
GRAND PRIZE  
2022 Ford Ranger 

For a Chance to Win 

Earn Raffle Tickets based on qualifying CertainTeed 
Roofing purchases at Mueller Distributors between 

April 1 - September 3, 2022.*

The Drawing 
Mueller & CertainTeed will be holding a Customer 

Appreciation Event at the Cincinnati Zoo on 
October 1, 2022 for all eligible participants and 
their families. The event for the truck and other 

prizes will begin at 11 a.m.
Zoo invitations will be awarded based on the number of raffle tickets earned. 

* Full  terms and conditions on the second page.

Exclusive for our Social Media Followers 

Want to know more details? See the second page or contact your Mueller Distributors representative. 

FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A 2022 FORD RANGER



-1 Ticket will be awarded for every 15 rolls of: Flintlas�c SA Modified Roofing – (SA Base, Midply, CAP)
-1 Ticket will be awarded for every 5 pails of SMARTCOAT 450 Silicone coating
-1 Ticket will be awarded for every 15 squares of: Landmark AR
-1 Ticket will be awarded for every 10 squares of: Landmark Pro, Landmark Premium, Highland Slate, Belmont, Northgate, and Presiden�al Shake
-1 Ticket will be awarded for every 5 squares of: Carriage House, Grand Manor, Landmark Solaris (Gold & Pla�num), and Presiden�al Shake (IR, TL, 
Solaris)
Bonus Entries:
-5 tickets will be awarded to the highest monthly �cket winner - company-wide, April-August 2022. The highest �cket earner per branch will be entered 
in a branch-wide drawing for a chance at 10 bonus �ckets.
-CertainTeed Celebra�on Days -- Follow us on social media (Facebook, Twi�er, Instagram, LinkedIn) to see when the CertainTeed Celebra�on Day will be 
held at your Mueller branch. One CertainTeed Celebration Day event will be held at each branch during the contest period.

Cincinnati Zoo Passes: 

2022
OFFICIAL RULES:
Contest runs from April 1, 2022 until September 3, 2022. During this time, Mueller Roofing invoices with specific CertainTeed Roofing Products will 
qualify for tickets into the drawing. Additional opportunities to earn tickets may be offered during this same time period. The prizes will be given away 
on October 1, 2022 from 11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. at the Cincinnati Zoo picnic area. One (1) parking pass and up to four (4) entry passes to the Cincinnati Zoo 
on October 1, 2022 will be available free of charge for customers qualified for the drawing based on criteria below. 

Tickets for the truck drawing will be awarded as follows*: 

-2 passes will be given to customers with 1 to 30 tickets in the truck drawing
-4 passes will be given to customers with 31 or more tickets in the truck drawing
ELIGIBILITY:
This contest is open to all contractors, builders, roofers, and remodelers with an ac�ve credit or cash account with the sponsor: Mueller Roofing
Distributors. Compe�tors of Mueller, other distributors, dealers, lumber yards, and homeowners are not eligible. No employee of Mueller Roofing 
Distributors is allowed to par�cipate. All par�cipants must consent to have their picture and company informa�on on Mueller Roofing Distributors' social 
media accounts and/or other adver�sing.
WINNER:
Must be present at the drawing on October 1, 2022 to win. Prize will only be awarded to the owner or principal on the credit applica�on. Winner’s
account (credit & COD) must be in good standing as of September 30, 2022.
Drawing: Upon arriving at the event, the customer will be given his/her �ckets and will put them into the hopper themselves. When it is �me for the
drawing, we will have two separate drawings of 12 people -- Group A & Group B.
Group A: In the first drawing, 12 �ckets will be pulled from the hopper. Each of the 12 contestants will be lined up in the order their name was drawn, 
from 1 to 12. No customer may have 2 of the 12 chances in the Group A Drawing. If a customer has a second �cket drawn, it will be discarded and
another �cket will be drawn. The 12 contestants will go through the elimina�on process un�l only 2 remain as the finalists.
Group B:  In the first drawing, 12 �ckets will be pulled from the hopper. Each of the 12 contestants will be lined up in the order their name was drawn, 
from 1 to 12. No customer may have 2 of the 12 chances in the Group B Drawing. If a customer has a second �cket drawn, it will be discarded and
another �cket will be drawn. The 12 contestants will go through the elimina�on process un�l only 2 remain as the finalists.
Customer can participate in both Group drawings and are eligible to be a contestant in both if their ticket is drawn. No customer can have more than 1 of the

12 spots in either drawing. If a customer is a finalist in Group A, they cannot be a contestant in Group B.

Elimination Process: A�er all 12 contestant are determined in a group, the first contestant drawn out of the hopper will reach into a bag and pull out a 
number (1-12). The number they pull out will eliminate the corresponding contestant. (Ex. If the contestant pulls out #8, the contestant who was drawn 
with the 8th pull is eliminated.) This will con�nue with the second contestant and so forth, un�l only 2 contestants remain. Group A will go first, then 
Group B. The final 4 contestants (2 from each group) then will reach into the bag and pull out a number. Each will be given a choice of keys, star�ng with 
the contestant who pulled the lowest number. Whichever contestant pulls the key that starts the truck, wins.
Prize: The truck prize is a 2022 Ford Ranger purchased through Fuller Ford. All tax, �tle, and other fees are the responsibility of the winner. No cash 
subs�tute is available. Any changes or upgrades to the vehicle are strictly between Fuller Ford and the winner. Truck op�ons and color may differ from 
truck used in marke�ng materials. Mueller Roofing Distributors reserves the right to drive the vehicle during the contest. This will affect the actual miles 
on the odometer when won, and the truck will be awarded “as is.” Addi�onal runner-up prizes will be given to members of Group A & B who did not win 
the truck, including unique prizes for the three finalists who did not win the truck.  
Odds of Winning: The es�mated odds of winning the truck are 1:5,000. 
RSVP: Raffle �ckets will not be sent out in advance, but will be distributed to eligible par�cipants at the drawing venue. Eligible participants will receive 
an email with an invitation to the Customer Appreciation Event at the Cincinnati Zoo and a link to claim their Zoo admission passes. Zoo admission passes 
will be delivered electronically. Eligible participants must claim their electronic Zoo admission passes no later than Saturday, September 24, 2022.  
Sponsor:  Sponsored by Mueller Roofing Distributors, 327 East Wyoming Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45215. 

Note: Some rules and conditions of the contest may change due to the COVID-19 Pandemic or other unknown circumstances. 




